




“Together we can make sustainable living fun 
and easy for everyone, everywhere”
VIRTUe is multidisciplinary international team from Eindhoven University of Technology (TUe) and 
will be participating in the Solar Decathlon Europe 21/22 (SDE 21/22). With the support from the 
TUe and various respectable partners we believe that we can inspire sustainable behaviour by 
bringing people together and creating a ripple of change.



our vision

our mission
Encourage a communal, 
sustainable mindset of 
people through the building 
industry  

Supporting the transition 
to sustainable cities 
worldwide
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Challenges and Goal

Future Proof
Low-Impact Living
House in the City
Starting the ripple

Partners
Board of Recommendation



Architecture

Engineering & 
Construction

Energy Performance

Communication, 
Education, & Social 
Awareness

Affordability & Viability

Sustainability

Comfort

House Functioning

Urban Mobility

Innovation

The Solar Decathlon is an international 
competition that challenges university 
teams to design and build highly efficient 
and innovatice houses powered by 
renewable energy. The main goal is to 
tackle energy transition by blending 
architectural design and engineering 
knowledge with innovation, market 
potential and building efficiency. Initiated 
in 2002 by the United States Department 
of Energy, the Solar Decathlon takes 
place every year in a different city in 
the world. The houses are operated, 
demonstrated to the public, and evaluated 
by a jury in a campus of exposition and 
interaction. The competition involves a 
broad scope of experitse by challenging 
teams on 10 contests- recalling the deca 
(ten) contests of the Olympic decathlon.

Today, it is clear that energy transition 
cannot be successfully achieved if it is not 
tackled in an urban perspective. The built 
environment is responsible for 40% of 
EU’s energy consumption, and 75% of the 
building stock in the EU is energetically 
inefficient (SDE). Cities are the hotspots 
of these issues, and it is by revitalising 
the urban building stock and innovating 
the urban mobility that densifying cities 
can be transformed and become resilient.

SDE 21/22

Wuppertal lies in a valley in the middle of North 
Rhine-Westphalia, in Germany. Its proximity to 
the river Wupper and the access to wood and 
metal deposits facilitated the development 
of the textile industry in the city during the 
20th century. After suffering from the global 
financial crisis and a loss of attractiveness, 
Wuppertal is now experiencing a wave of 
changes initiated by bottom-up actions 
of citizens. The Mirke Quarter, hosting 
neighborhood of SDE21/22, 
best reveals these purposes 
and vibrates of a diverse, 
dynamic, innovative and 
creative atmosphere. 

Wuppertal, Germany
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challenges

Climate change is a complex problem. On a personal level, many 
people find in it challenging to live a sustainable lifestyle because it is 
perceived as expensive, inconvenient or not their responsibility. VIRTUe, 
however, believes in the huge potential of human actions especially in 
combination with technology. 

As people are affected by their living environment, designers have the 
power to stimulate sustainable behaviour. However, we are stuck in a 
status quo where the industry is not guiding a sustainable mindset and 
therefore does not receive incentive back from the people to change.

1. Activate people to adopt an environmentally-friendly mindset 

2. Normalise sustainable living 

3. Future-proof the design approach for the built environment

VIRTUe aims to break this loop by introducing an integrated design approach 
to both sustainable building and living. Our goals are to:
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ripple

Our concept is called ripple. Like a drop in water, our project creates a ripple of influence. We aim to spread 
sustainable change in existing situations with a renewed urban plan and a design proposal for vertical extensions, 
both of which are adaptable to various scenarios. We are currently using Wuppertal as an implementation situation.



design
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The concept behind ripple stimulates design in layers. Introducing wood 
as primary building material, the building is designed in three layers: 
fixed, flexible, and free. 

FlexibleFixed Free

FlexibleFixed Free

FlexibleFixed Free

FUTURE PROOF OUR BUILDINGS
The fixed layer consists of the load bearing 
core and columns, which are made of 
high-quality timber, giving the building an 
almost similar lifespan to concrete and 
steel, without the negative emissions. 

The flexible layer, such as the facades, 
bathroom- & kitchen-modules, are easy 
to dismount, making the building ready to 
change function in the future, or replace 
the recycled wood in the façade, without 
touching the fixed layer. 

Together with the free furniture, the 
building is easy to maintain and adjust for 
future demand. 

The design in layers, together with the use of bio-based and recycled 
materials makes the building demountable and hence almost completely 
circular. 

Common 
Space

12.80 m

Student 
Appartment

16.40 m

Starter 
Appartment

26.90 m

Technical Core
6.25m

Bathroom 1
2.50m

Bathroom 2
2.50m
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The façade also houses a part of the 
solar panels in the so-called Solar Belt. 
The combined PV an PV Thermal panels 
(generating electricity and warm water) 
are custom made in a colour that matches 
the recycled wood, to show that solar 
panels can be attractively integrated in 
our architecture. Besides, in an ever-
busier city, less garden space becomes 
available, which impacts humans and 
animals. Ripple therefore wants to 
reclaim this space to promote biodiversity 
and social interaction, using green, 
communal roofs.
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We can only decrease our collective 
environmental footprint if we do so together. 
We therefore activate people by creating smart 
communities. The design of ripple steps away 
from the common building block by replacing 
corridors by common rooms and stimulates 
sharing appliances, tools, and activities.

The modular unit houses two small 
apartments and a communal room, where 
residents share a washing machine, 
dishwasher, fridge, and oven. Through this, 
neighbours can interact and collaborate, or 
extend their tiny living, for example when 
inviting friends. The space in the apartments 
is therefore used very efficiently to promote 
smaller living without compromising on 
comfort, as this is the most effective way to 
save on energy and material use.  

NORMALISE LOW-IMPACT LIVING
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The common room also introduces a new 
dimension in smart living. EQUI is an 
interactive display that can help residents 
gain insights in their electricity production 
and consumption. With an increasing number 
of households relying on solar power, we see 
an increasing gap between production peaks 
(during the day) and consumption peaks 
(during the evening). The batteries of the 
house can cover some of this, but EQUI can 
also help to bridge this gap by suggesting and 
scheduling appliances at the best time of the 
day based on sun forecasts. Leaving home in 
the morning and want the dishwasher finished 
when you get home? EQUI will schedule it at 
the most economical time to get the most out 
of your solar panels and move towards a fully 
self-sufficient building.
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A ripple of change in the way we build, as well as 
the way we live, can only start in cities. This Ripple 
Demonstration Unit is a piece – like a Lego block – of a 
residential building complex. 

The modular building follows the 
tessellation shape, an angled design 
that, when rotated, offers many 
possibilities compared to a cube, while 
being completely pre-fabricated. It can 
be built next to-, and on top of- each 
other to create a larger apartment 
block; affordable, yet diverse.

HOUSE OF THE FUTURE INSIDE THE 
CITY OF THE FUTURE
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Our strategy targets existing buildings with a 
public function, such as our case study Café ADA 
in Wuppertal. We renovate the existing building 
and integrate the residential block as a vertical 
extension, taking advantage of the roof space 
available in cities. 
The communal roof terraces connect to the public 
space through a vertical street, bridging the gap 
between our homes and the city.
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When coming home, residents 
will park their shared vehicle in a 
multifunctional modular hub designed for 
shared mobility and more. It is a site-specific 
hub depending on the residents’ needs. It can 
be a workshop, office space, pick up point and so 
on. Basically, a parking space, but better.  
In the city we envision, we introduce soft mobility for 
active transportation and enhance the public space 
through art and greenery for biodiversity. We create 
space for biodiversity not only in the streets but also 
on the roofs.
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The name ripple represents for a large part our goals. First, the concept of a smart, sustainable community sees people 
influence each other to become more environmentally aware. Secondly, the demonstration unit is the start of this ripple of 
influence. By showing the possibilities of sustainable design in this house, we hope to create a bigger impact in the built 

environment around us, with you, and the industry.

START THE RIPPLE
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PROJECT TIMELINE

2019-2020

CONCEPT DESIGN PRELIMINARY DESIGN

2020-2021

DETAIL DESIGNFINAL DESIGN CONSTRUCTION DESIGN RDU TESTBUILDING

2021-2022

TESTING & OPTIMISING COMPETITION PREP COMPETITION
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team



Bas Buurman
Energy 

Performance 
Lead

Julie Kirsch
Urban Designer

Emma Driesse
Web Developer

Margot 
Beekhuizen

Interior Designer

Bianca Sora
Architectural 

Designer

Kars Raymakers
Demountability 

Engineer

Marianna 
Angelini

Public Relations 
Manager

Janna Bergmans
Interior Designer

Lena Blomert
Financial 
Manager

Erik Visser
Electrical 

Systems Engineer

Max van Gemert
Architectural 

Designer

Nhi Tran
Videographer

Rebeca Barbu
Urban Designer

Coen van 
Spaendonck

Logistics

Leonie 
Meenderink

Logistics

Fien Kat
Indoor Quality 

Engineer

Meijke Bochem
Indoor Quality 

Engineer

Jeffrey Tsang
External 
Relations 
Manager

Dennis de Hoog
Partner Manager

Lotte Roefs
Urban Mobility & 
Architecture Lead

Guido van Laar
Team Manager

Olivier Blom
Interior Designer

Ruben van 
Wuijtswinkel

Comfort & 
Installations Lead

Elena 
Boyadzhieva
Sustainability 
Coordinator

Lucas Schuiling
Interior Designer

Helder Strompff
Urban Designer

Joris Jorna
Partner Manager

Peter Friso van 
den Boogert
Construction 

Manager

Rudis Naglis
Electrical 

Systems Engineer

Eline Bossers
Energy Systems 

Engineer

Marc Palmer
Building Systems 

Designer

Hristiyana Mirova
Architectural 

Designer

Nathan Dupas
Design Manager

Joris Zandbergen
Energy Engineer

Pieter van Rooij
Urban Designer

Santi Fernandez
Architectural 

Designer

Pim van 
Rijsbergen

Architectural/
Structural 
Designer

Sofie Medema
Interior Designer

Rachelle Weerts
Event Manager

Steph Giel
Graphic Designer

Ramona Buia
Architectural 

Designer

Tom van Well
Graphic Designer
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NOT PICTURED:
Bowie Steutel - Architectural Designer
Enting(Anna) Jin - Energy Systems Engineer
Hyeji Joh - CESA Organizer
Jaap de Lange - Building System Engineer
Jasmijn Braakhuis - Energy Engineer
Jonas Fleischer - Engineering & Construction
Meril Liis Kütt - Building Physics Engineer
Milou Dewez - HR Manager
Ngan Pham - Event Organizer/HR Coordinator
Nhan vu Nguyen - Web Developer

Noah Duister - Architectural Designer
Stephan Quashie - Partner manager
Thariq Meulendijks - Systems Engineer
Thomas Pannekeet - Demountability Engineer
Ties Pauelsen - Systems Engineer
Tygo Hendricx - Partner manager
Veerle van Oss - Systems Engineer
Willem Arts - Spokesperson
Yannick Pagie - Affordability & Viabilty Lead
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EVENTS

Teambuilding Activity

Grand Opening

Testbuilding

What: Event to increase team cohesion
Who: VIRTUe
When: 28th of May, 2021

What: Presentation to reveal the RDU
Who: VIRTUe, partners
When: 8th of October, 2021

What: Building the RDU to test the design
Who: Team VIRTUe, partners
When:  28th of June - 31st of July, 2021



ONLINE PRESENCE
The current COVID-19 situation has led to a strong prioritisation of online communication. Therefore our efforts have been addressed to 
developing and improving our online strategy, with the main priority of keeping people actively involved, and thereby also maintaining visibility.
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/teamvirtue.nl

/company/team-virtue

/teamvirtuenl

teamvirtue.nl
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netw
ork

Current Status

Construction Partners

Project Consultants

Structural
Design Consultants

In this part you can find an overview of our partners. Our network is still expanding and we hope to add many more partners 
to this!

The partners are categorised to give you an idea of how they are contributing to the project.

Financial SponsorMain Partner
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Building Physics
Consultants

Sustainability 
Consultant

Architectural 
Design Consultants

Building Envelope 
Production Partners

Urban partners
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Execution Partners

Smart Systems 
Partners

Exterior/Interior 
Element Partners
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Exterior/Interior
Element Partners
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Technical Element 
Partners

Subsidy Program 
Partners

Logistics Partners

Event Partners
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BOARD OF RECOMMENDATION

MAXIME VERHAGEN THEO SALET JOHN JORRITSMA

CLAUDIA REINERMARJAN MINNESMA

Chair Bouwend Nederland Dean of Department of Built Environment Mayor of Eindhoven

Vice ChairwomanDirector of Urgenda
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